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Dear Ron
VACC is please to make this supplementary submission to the Essential Services Commissions (ESC),
August 29, Draft Report - Review of Accident Towing and Storage Fees. We would like to point out to the
extent that any advice given below conflicts with VACC's May 2018 submission, the May 2018 advice will
prevail.
Accident Towing Fees
Firstly, VACC takes this opportunity to extend an invitation for the Essential Services Commission (ESC)
and VACC researchers to work collaboratively for the next review. We believe that both organisations can
work together to develop a robust cost methodology so that the current benchmarking approach to Accident
Towing Fees is not relied upon for future periodic reviews. The objective would be to establish a new
agreed methodology that can be relied upon.
We believe the base fee should be about $20.00 more than the current fee and this should receive a
favourable upward adjustment by the ESC.
Storage Fees
We are pleased to see in the Draft ESC Report- Review of Accident Towing and Storage Fess (29 August
2018), that ESC is recommending a storage fee which is heading in the right direction. We consider the
$25.00 (excluding GST) as being a reasonable and sensible adjustment although it is at the lower end of
the range we initially proposed.
ESC should introduce an increased, regulated, storage rate after seven days to expedite the clearance of
stored vehicles. There needs to be greater incentive for owners of vehicles and insurers to remove
vehicles from storage to free space for incoming accident vehicles. We suggest an interest rate factor may
also be considered which is added to a regulated, post seven day storage rate.
Productivity Adjustment Factor/CPI
The towing industry is acutely aware that there are several fundamental limitations with the productivity
adjustment factor as prescribed in section 212H of the Accident Towing Services Act 2007. Firstly,
accident towing in the Melbourne Controlled area is not a competitive market. The number of tow truck
licences has been capped at 421 licences for almost forty years and each accident towing operator is
limited to the allocation zone it has been given by VicRoads.

